
SIMULATION METHODS FOR COMBUSTION 
INSTABILITIES
There are two main numerical methods used today to study CIs which both can be drastically 
improved by the introduction of high-fidelity large-scale simulation codes running on 
massively parallel systems:

(1) Brute force Large Eddy Simulation (LES): recent progress in LES of reacting flows 
has allowed to simulate full combustion chambers, first for laboratory-scale burners (Branley 
and Jones 2004, Lartigue et al 2005) and more recently for real industrial configurations 
(Staffelbach et al 2009, Schmitt et al 2007, Fureby 2010).  LES is a method where all 
flow equations are solved in time on a discretized space (using unstructured grids in most 
cases). It involves only a limited set of assumptions (mainly a filtering operation of the spatial 
small scales of the flow), leading to the most precise method today for such geometries 
but also being the most expensive. The image of a ‘virtual burner’ can be used here too: a 
brute force LES of a combustor exhibiting CIs would provide a ‘virtual unstable combustor’, 
easier to explore than an experiment. This is an attractive method made possible by recent 
progress in HPC technologies on machines using 10 000 to 300 000 processors and 
demonstrated by various research groups in the last years. Many of them use the AVBP code 
developed in Toulouse in my group (Sengissen et al 2007, Roux et al 2007, Staffelbach et 
al 2010). This approach is straightforward, and yet, far from being mature and facing 
multiple difficulties: a) it does not yet incorporate all details required to mimic CIs in real 
combustors (acoustic damping, geometrical complexity, detailed kinetics, two-phase flows, 
wall phenomena, radiation, supercritical flows for future high pressure systems... b) each LES 
is only a realization of a single operating point (one inlet temperature, one pressure, one fuel, 
one injection type, one set of acoustic impedances imposed at the inlet(s) and outlet(s) of the 
combustion chamber…) in a given combustor. The results change as soon as one of these 
parameters changes. The LES approach in itself does not bring new insight into the reasons 
why a given chamber is unstable. It does not indicate which change of parameter could lead 
to a stabilization of the CI. In other words, brute force LES, once sufficiently improved to 
reproduce real flames, will be able to provide results that are very similar to a perfectly 
instrumented experiment: it can help us understand CIs provided we have a theory to guide 
us but it can not replace this theory. Thus a complete method to address and to control 
CIs must include brute force LES but also smarter theoretical methods as described below. 
These methods also involve HPC but they have the advantage that they are not restricted to 
a single operating point. They decompose the physics of CIs in a few building blocks allowing 
to understand and to control them and not only to observe them. Nevertheless, brute force 
LES remains a strong asset because it allows testing the accuracy of these ‘smart’ acoustic 
methods.

 

(2) Thermoacoustic codes (called here TA codes) coupled to forced response LES: in 
most CIs, acoustics is the dominant resonant mechanism and multiple studies performed in 
the last sixty years (most of them inspired by the pioneering work of L. Crocco (1951)) have 
shown that a proper method to decompose and analyse the physics of CIs was to use 



‘acoustic’ codes that can track the propagation of sound waves in the combustor and the 
growth of eigenmodes. In this approach, the mean flow is frozen and the flames are replaced 
by active acoustic components (which can be compared to loud speakers that would produce 
sound waves depending on the acoustic waves they are submitted to). Provided the impact 
of these active elements can be properly represented, the global stability properties of the 
combustor can be predicted in the linear as well as in the non-linear regimes. A major interest 
of this approach is that it allows isolating the elements leading to CIs into different 
blocks (something a brute force LES cannot do): a) the acoustics of the combustor, b) the 
impedances of the outlet(s) and inlet(s) and c) the response of the flame which is quantified 
by a function called the Flame Transfer Function (FTF) describing the amount of unsteady 
heat release produced by a flame when it is submitted to an unsteady velocity. TA codes can 
operate either in the frequency domain or in the time domain but in all cases, they are faster 
than brute force LES and their information more useful to mitigate CIs. Their development 
however, is far from satisfactory today: one main difficulty of TA codes is their dependency 
on the accuracy of the FTF. FTF can be measured experimentally but they will have to be 
computed in the future and the proper method to compute FTF is LES again. However, 
such LES are simpler than brute force LES because FTF can be measured by forcing a part 
of the combustor using acoustic waves and quantifying the flame response. This response 
is independent of upstream or downstream boundary conditions and can be viewed as an 
intrinsic characteristic of the flame. A second difficulty of TA codes is that they must still 
include the complete combustor geometry and require sophisticated methods to track 
eigenmodes. The difficulty is no longer to predict the stability of a single case (like in brute 
force LES) but to predict the effects on stability of multiple parameters on stability. This leads 
also to a significant challenge in terms of computations, something that until now has not 
been done with the level of precision required for effective CI control.

 

For more details on codes see also Software section.
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